Viggo Mortensen starred in The __ based on Cormac McCarthy’s novel
Karl Urban and Sylvester Stalone have both starred as Judge __
Orson Scott Card’s ‘s Game became a movie in 2013
The Lord of the __ was made into a movie in 1963 and 1990
__ Let Me Go by Kazuo Ishiguro became a film in 2010
The Japanese novel Battle __ became a manga series and a film
In Logan’s Run, residents were only allowed to live until age __
Stephen King wrote The Running Man but published it as Richard __
H.G. Wells’ The Time __ was made into a movie in 1960, 1978, & 2002
A___Darkly by Philip K. Dick was made into a movie in 2006
2005’s __ was based on the graphic novel by Frank Miller
Harry Harrison’s Make Room! Make Room! was the basis of __ Green
Published in 1985, The __’s Tale was made into a movie in 1990
"Who is ______?" comes from the novel Atlas Shrugged
Tom Cruise’s film __ Report was loosely based on Philip K. Dick’s book
Demolition Man uses aspects of Aldous Huxley’s Brave __
2013’s __ starring Tom Cruise was based on Joseph Kosinski’s novel
I, Robot by Isaac Asimov introduced the Three Laws of __
Alan Moore wrote the graphic novel The __
The main character in V for Vendetta wears a ____ mask
In The Host by Stephenie Meyer, Earthlings are possessed by alien __
George Orwell’s 1984 brought us ___ who is always watching
Tom Hanks and Halle Berry starred in the 2012 Wachowski film ___
Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep became the movie ___
Katniss Everdeen is the protagonist in this series
The Children of Men by P.D. James explores depopulation due to __
Battlefield Earth was based on the novel by __ founder, L. Ron Hubbard
____ was based on We Can Remember It for You Wholesale
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